The Hygienisator

The plug-and-play solution for excess digestate

For more information visit www.hygienisator.nl
Plug-and-play solution

Hygienisation kills the harmful and dangerous bacteria in digestate. As an indicator of its process performance, The Hygienisator is able to constantly achieve a >5 log reduction of *Enterococcus faecalis*.

The Hygienisator works in a continuous process and only uses recycled heat from the biodigesters’ cogenerator. This makes the process very sustainable and limits energy costs.

The Hygienisator complies with the latest European legislation for hygiene (EHEDG) and safety (CE). The clean digestate can be freely exported throughout the EU ((EG) nr. 1774/2002).

**Specifications**

- Always taylor made to specific needs
- Plug-and-play solution
- >5 log reduction of *Enterococcus faecalis*
- CE and EHEDG certified
- Dimensions 12.4 x 2.5 x 5.8 m (l x w x h)
- Typical capacity of 50 – 150 ton / day
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